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Sustainability Review

OUR APPROACH TO
SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is what can be achieved when we work together.
Our approach connects the social and environmental value
we create for people, places and communities with long-term
financial returns for our investors. It means fostering unique
partnerships to secure the socio-economic success of our
developments; transforming unloved town centres and
brownfield sites into vibrant neighbourhoods; developing
resilient assets; and investing in our people.

At U+I ‘sustainability’ means
investing in the long-term
success of our developments,
assets and team.

We tackle our material sustainability impacts within the context
of our focus on complex mixed-use regeneration developments,
our specialism in PPP projects and the management of our
investment portfolio.

We are committed to delivering
real socio-economic benefits
to the communities in which
we work and consistent returns
for our shareholders.

The connection between the social, environmental and financial
aspects of our performance means our approach to sustainability
is integrated into our existing governance structures and
management procedures. Sustainability is therefore part of the
broader conversation around specific projects at Board level,
and is incorporated into the overarching brief used for all
regeneration projects and asset management strategies.
Mill Green Designer Outlet Village, Cannock

1
OUR PLACES
We recognise that the
health, well-being, productivity
and skills of our people are vital
to our future success. We invest
in staff training, educational
development and wellness
initiatives. We provide a
stimulating workplace and
foster an engaging,
collegiate culture

3
OUR PEOPLE

Our community
COMMUNITIES

We maximise the positive
place-making impacts of our
projects, striving to improve wellbeing and pride within communities
by providing new and valuable
facilities, jobs and investments, as
well as bringing people together
from the very start of
our involvement

OUR
APPROACH TO
SUSTAINABILITY

We aim to measure and
monitor our sustainability
impact at the building level and
deliver regular, transparent
reporting on our performance. We
seek to support our tenants and
suppliers to monitor and reduce
their environmental impact,
including energy, water
usage and waste
management

In the process, we are creating a sustainable, productive,
healthy model of city life, with new public spaces, a lively,
creative atmosphere and a sense of community. The final
design will include a dance studio, 142 new homes,
accommodation for 450 students and 30,000 sq. ft. of new
office space, including workshops and retail units designed
to meet the needs of start-up businesses and entrepreneurs.
Once complete, we estimate the development will create over
400 new jobs and contribute more than £200 million to the
local economy over the next 10 years. Read more on page 63.

Maintaining an industry-leading approach to community
engagement and delivering the greatest possible social
and environmental value across all of our places remains our
priority. Connecting people, businesses and places to
create dynamic, sustainable communities is at the heart of
our development strategy. Done well, regeneration can
reinvigorate neighbourhoods by breathing life into underutilised
and neglected sites. In so doing, it supports job creation,
stimulates local economies and delivers value to our partners.

This commitment to generate positive socio-economic returns
for local communities and integrate novel commercial solutions
underpins other flagship developments in our portfolio, such
as Mayfield in Manchester (see pages 32 to 35) and Preston
Barracks in Brighton (see pages 9 to 13). These projects illustrate
our strategy of generating value for our stakeholders from the
outset: working with local partners to transform disused areas
into creative zones and establish innovative ‘Worthwhile’ uses
which allow us to trial features that can be reflected in the final
scheme. This in turn helps us to prove the feasibility of our
approach and strengthens our track record of driving
sustainable growth and commercially successful projects.

ENVIRONMENT

We are diligent in the
identification and management
of environmental risks and in
meeting the aspirations of clients,
partners and local authorities
with regard to environmental
quality standards

2
OUR BUILDINGS

We take a pioneering approach to community engagement
and our track record demonstrates innovation and leadership
in this area. We work in collaboration with local people
throughout the planning and development process, listening
to their concerns and needs, whilst keeping them informed
so we can make our projects the best that they can be. Our
respect for the history and significance of a location contribute
to a sense of place that builds on each site’s unique attributes.
Our Circus Street development in Brighton, for example, is
turning a derelict former municipal market into an innovation
quarter and a powerhouse for regeneration in the city centre.
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Our environment

Blackhorse Road, London

Our redevelopment project at New Garden Square
in Birmingham illustrates the holistic approach we
take to the environmental design of regeneration
projects. The development incorporates more than
603,000 sq. ft. gross internal area of ‘Grade A’
Office space set within a vibrant and high quality
mixed-use site. It integrates a range of environmental
features designed to enhance people’s health
and wellbeing and revitalise this part of the city.
The site plan preserves the architectural heritage
and character of the existing assets and streets.
A central green space at the heart of the
development incorporates the listed building’s
gardens, to provide zoned areas that encourage
biodiversity and incorporate sustainable urban
drainage features. Consistent with our broader
approach, we have planned infrastructure
improvements for greater connectivity by providing
safe, clearly marked pedestrian and cycle routes
through the site.

Our commitment to delivering sustainable communities
extends to managing and reducing the environmental
impact of the places we create. Measures to improve the
environmental sustainability of our projects are integrated
into our design briefs for development and construction.
We take a practical approach, guided by the National
Planning Policy Framework and our partners’ objectives, which
ensures we reflect our stakeholders’ priorities while providing
a consistent focus on operating responsibly to improve our
impact in relation to energy, carbon, water and waste across
our development portfolio.
The greatest opportunity for us to improve the environmental
impact of our portfolio is during the design phase. We do not
set project-specific environmental performance targets, but
we seek to incorporate sustainable solutions and features that
minimise environmental impacts and maximise resource
efficiencies, such as green rooftop spaces, cycling facilities,
photo-voltaic panels, LED lighting, water efficient fittings and
integrating developments within existing public transport
networks. Increasingly occupiers are looking for more flexible
spaces that offer a wider range of lifestyle and experience
features. We incorporate health and wellbeing principles into
our designs which serve to meet demand, whilst preserving
and enhancing asset values.

Our plans for Blackhorse Road will deliver 337 new
homes, 24% of which are affordable, and just under
19,000 sq. ft. of commercial space. Prior to construction
works, Blackhorse Road was home to a community project,
Blackhorse Sideshow, which we launched in partnership
with Blackhorse Workshops. Dedicated to ‘making and
mending’, the installation featured fully equipped metal and
wood workshops celebrating the area’s industrial heritage,
as well as a new café and events space for the local
community that attracted more than 6,000 people.

New Garden Square, Birmingham
Circus Street, Brighton

While many of these initiatives are in line with the requirements
of green building certifications such as BREEAM, we target
these certifications on a project-by-project basis, such as
Circus Street, where we are aiming for BREEAM Excellent, and
the Record Store at The Old Vinyl Factory in Hayes, which
achieved BREEAM Very Good.

Our designs for Circus Street in Brighton seek to
improve the health, wellbeing and ecological value
of the site. The residential units will be built around
two large, green urban squares, encouraging the
growth of fruit and vegetables in allotments (on a
site where fresh produce was once sold); planting
disease-resistant elms; and taking steps to nurture
biodiversity. There will be a big focus on travel by
bike and foot; a push for green energy, with electric
charging points in accessible locations; and
residential design that encourages more communal,
responsible and neighbourly living among tenants.
During construction we are using locally sourced
materials and suppliers, and 99% of all waste on
site is recycled. The overall project has been
designed to the One Planet Living accreditation
scheme and seeks to align with the city of Brighton’s
wider sustainability goals as a One Planet City.

We also investigate opportunities to integrate sustainable
product selection and responsible sourcing into our
procurement activities, such as FSC certified timber and
building materials to achieve a Green Guide rating of at least
A. The Boiler House at The Old Vinyl Factory exemplifies this
approach, as it is constructed of cross-laminated, sustainably
sourced timber, while modular offsite construction techniques
are being used at the site’s school. We are also exploring with
our partners the use of other innovative techniques and
materials that can reduce the environmental impact of our
construction activities.

Future Works, Slough
Before we began construction works at our Future Works
development in Slough, the site was the home to the
pop-up Culture Café, which aimed to support long-term
unemployed local people back into work. A partnership with
local social enterprise, The Real Experience provided work
experience and training in hospitality and broader life skills
for 116 people over approximately 18 months. More than
30% have gone into employment and 94% left with at least
one industry-recognised qualification.
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continued

Our people

The success of the projects we deliver relies in turn on our
ability to harness the intelligence, imagination and audacity
of our people. These values underpin everything we do and
our goal is to nurture them by providing a culture where
people are proud to work for us. This can only be achieved by
fostering a strong sense of belonging among our employees,
connected by strong internal communications and high levels
of engagement.
People thrive when they are inspired so we challenge our
employees to think creatively, and encourage them to further
their professional and personal development. Our learning
and development policy and performance management
frameworks combine to provide a clear process that defines
employees’ roles and responsibilities, as well as the progress
they are expected to make against targets set by the
management team in order to deliver the business strategy.
To continue to get the best out of our team, we also encourage
them to stay healthy, by offering a wide range of benefits
designed to promote wellbeing.

Employee gender diversity
Board
1
1. Male
2. Female

6
2

2

Senior management (excluding Board)
1
1. Male
2. Female

2

19
5

100%

4

95%

of employees
received some
form of training
and professional
development,
including webinars
and workshops
delivered by
external providers.

employees are
studying for
further education
qualifications
including RICS, CIPD,
MA in Construction
Management and
ICSA (Institute of
Chartered Secretaries
and Administrators).

of employees
enrolled in our Vitality
wellbeing programme.
All staff are also
offered subsidised
gym membership and
free yoga classes.

Remaining team

To extend these learning opportunities outside the workplace
we are offering four work experience placements at U+I in the
year ahead, two of which will be given to students in local
schools near our projects so we can support the communities
in which we work. We have also formalised our partnership
with the Reading Real Estate Foundation, centred on an
internship programme for young people. The programme
targets those who would not normally consider a career in
property, recognising the value that a diverse range of
backgrounds can bring to our Company and the property
sector as a whole.

1
1. Male
2. Female

Mayfield, Manchester staff onsite

29
67

2

Finally, in the year we formalised our community giving
activities by establishing a charitable committee and Matching
Charity Giving Policy for our chosen charity Shelter. The
policy establishes our commitment to support employees by
providing up to two days’ paid leave a year for volunteering
and matched giving of up to £1,000 for team efforts.

We’ve added ‘people first approach’ to our strategy to
acknowledge that above all we are a people business.
We are committed to cultivating a top team – attracting
and retaining the best talent, whilst also maintaining a
trusted partnership network so we can be the partner
of choice for any project.
http://www.uandiplc.com/investors/our-strategic-priorities
Our Strategic Objectives p.24-25
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Preston Barracks, Brighton

Our buildings

‘F’ or below in terms of energy performance. We have set out
upgrading programmes across a number of assets to meet
our goal of only EPC ‘C’ rated assets, and we are working with
our property managers and tenants to target the improvements
needed. These include energy efficiency initiatives from the
roll-out of LED lighting, to investigating the feasibility of
technology, such as smart meters, to facilitate the collection
of more accurate energy consumption data. We strive to identify
the most appropriate hardware and software solutions, given
the assets’ needs, age and annual investment budgets.

The options for reducing the environmental impact of our
investment portfolio are more limited because they are
buildings we have not designed or built ourselves.
Nonetheless, we focus on improvements to energy
efficiency, waste and water consumption, as part of our
broader objective to sustain asset values, reduce operating
costs, and attract and retain quality tenants.
We report the environmental performance of our owned
portfolio in line with EPRA’s Sustainability Best Practice
Recommendations (sBPR). Tables detailing our performance
can be found on our website at www.uandiplc.com/aboutus/
sustainability

Our tenants account for the majority of the energy use and
waste generated in our investment portfolio. Although these
fall outside our direct control, we are nonetheless tackling
them through a range of measures including the introduction
of green leases, such as BREEAM Green Lease Agreements,
and ‘green’ fit-out design guidance for tenants.

14%

4.5%

5.3%

reduction in Scope 1
and 2 GHG emissions

reduction in
like-for-like electricity
consumption

reduction in
like-for-like fuels
consumption

Our 2018 strategic report, from pages 1 to 66, has been reviewed
and approved by the Board of Directors on 26 April 2018.

To mitigate risk in the context of environmental legislation, in
2017 we completed a review of all the assets in our investment
portfolio to ensure that we have no remaining properties rated

Marcus Shepherd
Chief Financial Officer
26 April 2018
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